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In some arori s of p,-yebology (particularly Social and

Cognitive Psychology) introductory psychology students have

been the primary

percent of the

of data cella tion. In 1977, 73.

tiolas in the !Journal of Personality and

and 9.7 percent of the articles in the

uned

introductory psychology students (Kulich, seldon, Richardson

& Servies, note 3). such statistics seem surprising in

light the critici Eris regarding the validity and

generalizability of data from such a population (Orne, 1

1969; Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1969). Others have questioned the

potentially coercive nature of introductory pnychol

subject pools (Cook, Kimble, Hicks, McGuire, Schoggen, &

Smith, 1971). The questions or ethics d scientific value

demand that subject pool ges be carefully scrutinized.

Recent problems with introductory y hology subject pools

in New York (i.e., being shut down due to failure to

adcuately scrutinize research study) suggests that such

scrutiny

Evaluation research examines the effects of policies

and programs on their targets terms of the goals they are

ly if not internally.

meant to achieve. The major assumption of eva!

research f.s that providing empirical ly derived inform:":

vat t to decision making e t- in better decici.ons

decisions resulting

t,ion et
speculation. Such an

ly begins ith t1

lrication of goal related to the policy or prog



I intr. ulti2j1L2 ydholov' toot

Jung (i 9 ) ssurveyed G0 unive ties, ankil r the

purpe

poo ls.

responded that its purpose wets both educational and to serve

department needs. Thirtythree percent responded that its

Iustificatiort

Justification for the introductory psych losy

four percent r the universities surveyed

educational only,

responded department needs o

since it

experiments

evident that a central goal from the researchers viewpoint

and displayed as "departmental needs" in the responses from

unlikely that many

only 2 pert IL

hers run

y for the benefit of the subjects., it

the universiti

collec

the advancement of science through the

r data from obtainable subjects.

Ninety -seven percent of the universities reviewed

responded with education as a justification for- introductory

psychology subject pools.

between coercive exDloitatic

It is the critical difference

students and covloining

tion with scientific inquiry. Thus

second goal.

The American Psychologie t Association (1973 has

apparent

published set or ethical principles for research. 'Most

programs engage i

first tw

it_ ethical standar

While other

review to insure ethical esea

a o hed while is compliance

s could certainly sae suggested. uch as
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education or graduate students, crating publications, and

ction of the existence of the subjeot pool, which may

or may not be subsumed under compliance with ethical

standards, it it suggested that these are the priiay goa 1

of the introductory psychology subject pool

they~ goals subsumed within the

Evalu ti nt of the attainment goals entails tht

assessment tof information al- ndy reported and the

sures to further asse

g

p -gr vith

development and application

the value of such programs in regards to each goal.

40 no

One need only look at a few ssues of the dournal_e

Elr2rail122allel to see that introductory

psychology pools play a large role (72.3 percent) in the

publication or articles Kulich, et al., 1978). However,

l is proportional

to its representation in journal articles is subject to

serious question.

Evidence indicates that subjects from introductory

psychology pools ffer from the general population on

numerous dimensions (sell, 1962 ; Smart, 1966). It has even

been suggested that introductory psychology students are not

even representative of college students of the same year in

lie (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 19 ). Even within the subject

pool 1-self, biases --ela ed to the subject participating ire

whether the importance or the subj

the st early or late in the semester (Seldon, Kul ch &



Healy.

Shulme

1978). experience

Wieeenthal. 1975;

in

increased levels of sophistica

rrnan,

itle and slightly

of the subjects (Page,

1908, 190 have been found. It is thus not surprising that

Rosenthal and Rosnow 0969 have sug ectcd that McNema.rs

proposal (1940) that, "the existing solance of human

behavior in largely thn ncio co of the bellov or of

sophomores sound u y optimistic.

While the

int duct

the same

y ps

1 validity of experimentation with

logy t pools is open to question,

-uo or many alternate samples. Volunteers have

been de, nstr ted to be different on dimensions such

birth order (Capra and Dittos, 1082), level of appro

seeking (McDa id, 190B) and various other si (sell,

1982; L.asogna and Von Fels nger, 1954; Riggs and Kaess,

1955). When paid volunteers are used, subjects are found to

have a higher need for cash (Howe, 1980). which can be

pected to be confounded with social class.

Without coercion as a method o#' reeruitmer,t, external

validity mafr be a question in all future entati

becoAs control variable, the method of

problem when it is not controlled at various leve

the failure to replicate research with other rec_uitment

thods. The extent to which sub jest pools provide

acce- --ble samples thus dirrrinishing such replication may

limit its value to the advancement of science.



The internal validity of experimentation

introductory psychology students has also been questioned,

Page has found the level of sophistication of subjects to

confound classical conditioning of attitudes Page, Isee)

and figure ground perception experiments (Page. 1998). The

increased sophistication of psychology students through

course participation may inorease effects du to demand

characteristics. Weber and Cook (1972) have outlined four

demand characteristic related role for subjects, The good

and the negativistic subjects try to confirm or disconfirn

the experimenters hypothesis. The increasrd sophistication

r subjects may be related to guessing the hypothesis and

atbitud-s toward reouired experiments may

determine the motivation confirm or di§conf.irm the

hypothesis. A third role suggested by Weber arid Cook, the

evaluative subject, may appear more frequently if the

subject relates participation to evaluation,

Other means of subject recruitment may make other

eats to internal validity more salient. Volunteers,

which have been shown to be more approval seeking (M-David,

1965), may be more susceptable to being the tive

subject. Unfortunately, the easy accessability of

introductory psychology pool reduces the frequency .f

replications in samples whose susceptibility to demand

characteristics differ.

It could be suggested that the accessability of

bjects may be both the strengv.h and weakness or



introductory psychology pools. It undoubt.ed1y increases the

quantity of illconsidered rosealch because it requi

little recruitment effort.

ant of the impact of the introductoryA total a

psychology pool on psychology seems somewhat less than

feasible. However, the ongoing assessment or factors within

ciated with the advancement of science be

expected to improve decision making where it affects the

pool's value to the science.

Of firtytwo universities surveyed (Jung. 969), 97

percent responded that educational value was a justifica

for requiring the participation of psychology students in

experiment;. Yet 38 percent of these universities required

no feedback of the methods and purpose of the experiment,

Many more did not require the feedback to lae immediate, thus

requiring the subject to tu n if he desires such feedback.

the pool

While clear that universities wish to portray

experi.ment.1 participation as an educational endeavor, it is

probably not a Rey consideration in maintaining that pool.

Principle f the American Psychological

Associations's ethical guidelines (Ad hoc Committee on

Ethical Standards in Psychological Research, 1973) ,rtains

to the educational value of exper

"Ethically acceptable research begins with
the establishment of a clear and fair
agreement between the invesEigattor and the
research participant that clarifies the



responsibi 1 itie of each. The investigator
has the obligation to honor all promises and
committmentn included in that agreement."

Inclusion of the r sear h participation requirement

course dose iptions, its requirement as a course compone

and most likely the manner in which it is presented

explicitly or implicitly suggests that the subje t'

ssistanc be repaid with a contribution to the

dent's psychological knowledge. Failure to do this is

clearly inconsistent with the principle of a fair agreement

stated in principle six and unless ... me other form of

equitable payment is given, probably represents an abuse or

power as educat controllers of grades for personal

benefit or the benefit or one's lleagues.

If a. professor gave two extra credit points for every

three dollars a student gives him or gives an incomplete to

any students who fail to give him a set amount of money and

then used that money to hire subjects, there is little doubt

that. most would consider this act unethical. It is unlikely

that many programs allow students to hire others to do their

experiments for them. The student is required. to

participate in the experiments because when credit for the

course is awarded, a set ledge is expected to have

been collected by the student. Yet many programs

edbo.ck optional for the

Testing generally insures that learning is taking place and

provides motivation to the student, yet m

rinnenter, subject or both.

C th



learning is rarely eneountc

suggesting the student

r_edbaok. Yet where el- do we give

archers have been heard

her 1 eaVe

course

than hear the

edit thout

requiring the subject to attend to the content or a

component of a course?

A possible assumption regarding research participation

is that rn rre exposure results in a ome form of

What kind or learning, how much leas -ping and whether that

sting is relevant to the purposes of the introductory

psychology course has never bean evaluated. This mere

posure hypothesis has oerteinly net been accepted by many

academicians since testing continues to be prevalent in most

ible

ternatives is critical to the educational justification of

courses. Evaluati f mere exposure learning a

introductory psychology pools.

The American Psychological Association's Ad Hoc

Committee Ethical Standards in Psychological Research (1973)

recommends continuing evaluation of student attitudes

experiment participation in a set of recommendations for

conducting subject pool -duce ion

pools is to continue. evaluation

a justification

experimental

participation for educational value and compar_ ions of

methods of administration are needed. Yet journal

discussion of evaluation reveals only one l imited evaluation

r a new system (Davis and Fernald, 197). Davis and

Fernald /note that the number or required experiments is

frequently tied to -search needs rather than the needs of
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the students. 3ihce such practice suggeetr. irreensitetey

with ethical principlee and public Justifications, they

recommend demonstr hs to augment experiments n.nd the

maintaining of a Conatant research requirement,

The dearth of information the eirrom en

methods of conducting subject vs:', a makes it impossible to

draw conclusions shout the value of experimental

participation for the subjeot. Early inves gations

(f`tiller, Kul ch and Hanson, note 2: Seldom.

Ku]ich,RRicha.rdson and ervies, note suggest that

subjective evaluations of students regarding he worth of

the experimental participation is varied but slightly

negative. The objectiveS of exportmontal participation

quire clarification before adequate evaluation measures

can be developed. Consistent methods and measures could

allow comparisivns and suggest systems of greater value to

the student.

Companoewith ethical standards

dung (1969) found that over percent of all subjects

used were college students. 45.3 percent participated

because it was requ ired, 25.4 percent as an option and 22.1

percent for extra credit. 'he initial draft of echical

principles (Cook, Kimble, Hicks, McGuire, choggeri, and

Smith. 1971) states;

"Students should not be required to participate
research as a condition for entering a course

ror obtaining grade points or avoiding loss
them, or as an alternative to another onerous

task. where that participation recuirement is to

any extent in the service of research.

i 7)



Although this principle Led in

sqbje t pools connected with the enrollment ih

courses 6.1'01 given special eensidertiort in the Aneric

Psychological Ast iation's ethi guidelines (Amerieah

Peyohological Asseciationl Ad hoc Cbtn_ ItA6

R0 0tkr h1 071) du to its

Potentially coerciv nature and note tally quest;.

dardft in PsY-h010

Ethical

justific-tion terms of value to the subjects, iht

om end tions are proposed.

The first recornmendab ion sugge

part icipation

listings, Unfortnn tely, the value

lost when the course is required, Further, if not required,

that the exherirnent 1

course

such inolusi,on it

event be included in offi

it deti.e °duo tional opportunity for those who are

into ested in the course. Thus such a practice is of little

value.

The second commetdrtion is for review by committees

to protect subjects. The committee generally engages in

armchair' speculation regarding potential risk, practice

which the rigorous scientist generally frowns Gergen

(1973) has suggested that factual. advice" is much more

ekedbeneficial than codified ethics. Subjects have

to subjectively rate different tasks for aversive

and Seaver, 1975), ethics (Sullivan and Dei Wi lean

and Donneretein, 1978), and legality (Wilson and

12



D nnerstein, 1976) and legal acivisors have given opLnLon -n

the legality of some manipulations (Silverman, /975). Me

ability of debriefing to diXruse negative fe r-emaiens

unclear and complex (Ring, Walston and Corey, steX,

Berscheid, Abraham and Aronson, 1967). Methods using;

playing to anticipate i f orraed consent in deception studies

which could potentially be aversive have beer s:ugl stied

(Berscheid, Baron, Dermer an<d Libman, 197S), R layiLng

seems promising as a first step in the asses t or risk

esearch design. However, the predictive a. bi lity or such

vicarious evaluation has yet b4 be well substta ntiateci. nhe

speculation of subjects on _their

in an

tion to a monipti-la

cperinental situation may be more pied ct=iv e .of tine

review committee 's speculations than actual reactioriz.

post - experimental assessment as done by Abremesoll -( 977)

regards to research on sexua lity necessitates exp os-ure f

the subjects prior to assessment- Developing arnd

the prediction of ubject' ati-ons and

evaluation of reactions after the experiment would atIcw

models

assessment various procedures and the effct~iv-enssf
subject usage committees.

Recommendations three anci four of the Ad hoc C4MM IW!

on Ethical Standards in Psyohologiecal Research deal s it=h

ed consent, as did item ogre, Item three redo

alternate projects r thus

Alternate projects can unfo

negating th

prefer not to pa.rtj. c dpd _tee,

ely be made quite

value. This au hor has hid only ors



strident i, eight hundred choose an a 1 tert at.e project

a I t e rrr project which was imposed and not by the authors

cheiee), suggesting that it may not be a viable alternative.

Item three also uggests that subjects choose the type

of ecperixnent in which they participate. 3ubject time

ations, lack of insurance that numerous experiments are

avai able and 'ram:- descriptions of the experiment can

serve tc xna.ke such a choice impossible.

Item four suggests that subjects be re inded

right to leave at any time and mentions the signing of

inro med consent after an explanation f the procedures. A

recently performed experiment used such procedures.

Subjects were informed upon arrival that they would sing

berore a p nel of music experts and were asked si.gn an

inrormed consent. The same individuals for whom singi

t of an audience

would be the individuals

traumatic (high socia=l anxiety)

who might be fearful of ref using to

dile-patieipate. Handled well by the es!perimenter,

could be abated to a large degree, Unfortunately, whether

the obtai rimer t. of informed consent a.nd the p st-ex_

ective is dirficcIt to evaluate

g of subjects. Continuous post-

expert ental feedback might be the best assess ient

procedure. A clearer image of whether and how demand

charact

experiment

delor:i efing

the actual

prevent subjects from dropping or the

s further investi _tic-

14
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Item five deals with treating subjects with respect

courtesy, i,. e., remembering that this white rat is human.

Item six discuss rewards for research such as education,

This item iss quite central to the goals of the subject pool

and has already been dealt with in greater detail.

Items

seventh re c nrciendation

and eight deal with evaluation. The

complaints. Cne could

is much too limited

subject whose

suggests mechanise for student

gest that such a feedback system

es the onus of evalus.ticn on the

motivations may be altruism to protect

others or, more likely. revenge. This d ' n ay by

insufficient for many dissatisfied subjects.

Item eight calls for continuous evaluation and

improvement of r uiting procedures.

that such evaluations be extended

value and the effectiveness

It. eight b advis ble

lude educational

screening procedures.

However the criticism of the lack of evaluation is certain ly

easier than the development and of me-

necessary for such evaluatioi

Waxy

Given

subject pools

goals can be a

such that

alto-natives

isionthe etic e proach?

goals of the introductory psychology

identi ie , and the attainment of th

how can the information be organized

improve decision making? The two

are available are multivariate hyT theses

g atxd the decision theoretic approach as presented by



Edwards et al.(1975

Hypothesis testing to

15

is us whether it is likely that a.

differe oe occurs by chance. Essentially, since t

alternatives cannot be ide

that we have successfully

alternatives.

information ar

an alternative. Its philosophy sugge

nothing from a probability f .15 and allows the luxury of

confidence. if the probability falls below .05. The

tells us it is likely

red a difference in t-

_t does. little to aid in the organization

ils us little about the level of _p ct of

that we learn

experiment a

program in which subje

experimenters

approach. is best suited to an unchanging

ts, committees, reviewer

other factors remain constant. It is

unlikely that any lep tent can adjust its subject pool

policies to provide a suitable atmosphere for traditional

experimental -th-d-1 ogy.

Edwards, Gutterrtag, and Snapper (1 75) discuss the

"baseball statisticians approach ". The experime ta

wishes to te.sk a hypothesis giving one a simple dichotomous

result., The baseball statistician wants t_

phenomena as thoroughly as possible

information in a fashion that is usable for the manager.

Further, such evaluation is formative rather than summati--

scribe a

t that

e

in nature, i.e., it allows continuous evaluation and

feedback for the utilization

the evaluation of an end product. It i able to cope with

the

n makers, rather than

inuou change which general ly occurs
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programs, Thus, such an approach seems best suited to our

needs.

lying tlie de '=iont approach

The major goals of the introductory psychology subject

pools have already been diucssed. Each of these three

goals can best be linked to different but nonexclusive

subgroups. It is expected that researchers are most

ned with the advancement of science, introductory

psychology, instructors are most concerned with educational

value and the subject usage corn ittees are concerned. with

ethical considerati-

From each subgroup, subgoals which exist within each

goal can be assessed.. Under the advancement of science may

be subgoa $ such as training of graduate students,

generation of publications, obtaini pilot data and

obtaining significant findings Under educational value one

might find the ability to identify independent and dependent

variables, understanding of expe n I rational s or a

clearer and more realistic- perception of the meaning

laboratory experimentation. Subgoals regarding the ethical

principl_ ay include the feeling of freed.orr to decline

participation, minimal

exper ntat _ and the lacki

ss associated with

f undesirable after effects

of experimental participation. Measures for each of the

subgoels must then be devised.

Step two involves the assessment of the relatiee
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importance cf each-goal. Since the evaluation of all goals

relative to each other would be a extremely cumbersomie, the

relative importance of subgoals within each primary oal

re la.tivewill be assessed followed by the assessment

importance h subgoal. The group most _t-onglY linked

to each goal (researchers, educators and subject usage

committees) will assess relative importance as outlined by

Edwards et. (1975). he least important goal is

assigned a value of ten, with other goals evaluated relative

the least important goal. The same prooess -an ling

from a combination of the above subgroups, gives the

relative importance of each m:

Step three requires the establishing of criteria for

goal attainmen Measures which are dichotomous -t

suitable since they require no criteria judgemen

the response is desirable or undesirable. No dichotomous

measuresrequi,re a conversion to a dichotomy for utili=ation

as probabilities of goal attainment

er

Prior probabilities goal attainment must then be

estimated. These prior probabilities are generally based on

the subjective probabilities of those

to the goal being asses-d. To the extent that these

subjective .probabilities ars formulated from previously

obtained data, these prior probabilities could reflect data.

For many or most, they are speculative.. Where different

subject pool policies tho being compared, these

_lonely related

prior. proba es w ref l- expected 'ffer n



pro ide a means fviewing all considerations when proposing

ternatives.

P utilities can be calculated based on prior

probabilities, yielding a projected- utility for

alternatives. The utility of each goal can be found from:

n
Uj = Z Fiwi

where the utility of each goal, Pi represents the pric

probability of subgoal attainment, w = the weighting for

that subgoal, and n = the number of subgoals within the

goal. The prior utility can then be found as follows:

3
U = E Uirdi

=1

where U = the utility of h- system and w the weighting

of the three goals.

It

converts i

this point at which one collects data, and

percentages of goal attainment. From these

percentages for attainMe-t of goals, posterior probabilities

goal attainment can be obtained using an algorithm

outlined by Edwards, Linden, and Savage (1963) using the

beta distribution as a prig since at this pain

evaluation of subject. pools these prior probabilitie

weakly held, assuming that-the parameters of the prior b

tolO ©n example ofdistribut

this pro ur be found Edw

he

utilization of

Cuttnt- and
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Snapper (1975).

'rem the posterior probabilites, a posterior utility

calculated in the same way as the prior utility (usi-

1 and 2) substituting posterior probabilities for prior

probabilities. This utility provides ongoing easily

izable figure for comparison to alternate models nd

continuous scrutinization.

an

Discussion

While the simplicity of a system u

overall picture of the functio he pool, it is

likely that data from goals and. subgo ls will be most

effective directing future efforts and changes in the

System. A continuous effort to maximize utility through

maximizing goal attainment will serve both as a diagnostic

tool and as performance evaluation.

.There are three major problems of the present proposal,

all of which are not uncommon to evaluation research.

Because one cannot readily manipulate changes in subject

pools, numerous potential confounds and sources of variation

exist. Characteristics of students, attitudes and

experimenters, and quality and diligence of subject usage

c -itte. evaluations can vary from one year to the text

independent of changes in the system. The perimenters and

subject usage commnitteess could become increasingly of

evaluation. However, if such evaluation results in

improvament simply due to being evaluated, that in itself' is
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-e measure success.

A second problem lies in measurement. The difficulty

of assessing items such as the advancement of science is

likely to introduce a large level of error. With more

evaluation and increased sophistication, such evaluations

would become increasingly valuable and better research

designs possible.

However, a third problem frequently encountered

evaluation researchers is that those whose prog

evaluated tend to devalue evaluations whose results are

inconsistent with their personal beliefs. Good evaluation

research will tell them that their opinion was correct while

is

bad. or

Ps

valid evaluation research will tell them they are

While early findings in evaluating introductory

hology pools can be expected have wealcriesses both

sophistica n and level ptance, such an endeavor

would seem to be long overdue.Our subject pools are an

integral part of our evidenced by their

representation in the journals. It is time we went beyond

the level of spot criticisms

examination

proceed with detailed

f the process. Only then can we confidently

incorporate these findings in uture decision
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